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ABSTRACT

• .

The recent but steady trend towards increased magnetic and geometric complexity

in the design of wigglers and undtdatora, of which tapered wigglers, hybrid structures, laced

electromagnetic wigglers, magnetic cladding, twisters and magic structures are examples,

has caused a need for reliable 3-D computer models and a better understanding of the

behavior of magnetic systems in three dimensions. The capabilities of the MAGNUS-3D

Group of Programs are ideally suited to solve this class of problems and provide insight into

3-D effects. MAGNUS-3D can solve any problem of Magnetostatics involving _permanent

magnets, linear or nonlinear ferromagnetic materials and electric conductors of any shape

in space. The magnetic prol:er_les of permanent magnets are described by the complete

nonlinear demagnetization curve as provided by the manufacturer, or, at the user's choice,

by a simpler approximation involving the coercive force, the residual induction and the

direction of magnetization. The ferromagnetic materials are described by a magnetization

table and an accurate interpolation relation. An internal library with properties of common

industrial steels is available. The conductors are independent of the mesh and are described

in terms of conductor elements from an internal library. MAGNUS-3D uses the finite

element method and the two-scalar-potentials formulation of Maxwell's equati,-,ns to obtain

the solution, which can then be interactively used to obtain ali kinds of tables and plots

and to calculate quantities needed in Magnetic Engineering. This includes tables of values

of the field components at specified points or lines, plots of field lines in 3-D or of the
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included in MAGNUS-3D along with the normal Dirichlet and Neumann conditions. In

MAGNUS-3D, each period is obtained from the preceding one by a general rigid motion,

not just by a displacement. This includes combinations of rotatiom and translations,

making MAGNUS-3D the ideal tool for the analysi_ of helical wigglers. Tapered wigglers

can be studied by including a few periods in the model, which will then show the local

effects of the variation of the parameters.

A permanent magnet is represented by a nonlinear demagnetization curve and the

direction of its magnetization. Ferromagnetic materials are represented by the nonlinear

B-H curve. Nonlinearity is fully taken into account by MAGIqUS-3D, and wigglers with

saturated iron or permanent magnets that behave nonlJne_rly can be studied. The restric-

tive condition on magnetic structures _ be linear so they can be understood in terms of

simple analytical models is, therefore, finally removed.

Output from MAGNUS-3D providesallkinds of plot'sand tables,and calculation

of quantitiessuch as force,torque,energy flux,and fieldharmonic coefficients.Graphs

representingone or severalfieldcomponents plottedalong a linein space, such as the

transversefieldalong the beam linein a wiggler,are automaticallygenerated by the pro-

gram. Another usefulfeatureof MAGNUS-3D is itsabilityto calculatelineintegralsof

fieldcomponents along any given linein space.Steeringeffectscan be studiedinthisway.

MAGNUS-3D is fullydocumented, with manuals in English that includesolved

examples and a primer.

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

A general problem of r_mgnetostatics is formulated in a domain that contains nonlin-

ear ferromagnetic materials, nonlinear permanent magnets and. electric conductors. The

solution to the problem consists of two continuous functions, the two magnetic scah_r



coefficients. It is these quantities and the tables and plots, rather than the solution itself,

what the magnetic engineer needs in the course of his work.

The following example of wiggler calculation is presented in order to iUus,_rate the
J

practical use of MAGNUS-3D and some of the available facilities. The problem is a helical

wiggler consisting of infinitely many slabs, a "twister" [5]. Each slab consists of two

perman_ magnets with a constant magnetization of 8000 Oe and two rectangular poles

of 1008 low carbon steel, ez shown in Figure 1. Each slab is rotated 30° wi'th respect to the

preceding one, thus producing an approximately helical transverse field at the axis. Only

one slab is modeled, and periodicity conditions axe applied at the two boundary planes

normal to the axis. If z is taken as the axis, the rigid motion that maps one period onto the

next is a rigid translatiov along z by the thickness of the slab, followed by a rigid rotation

of 30 ° around z. In terms of boundary conditions, this means that the first boundary plane
ffi

must strictly map onto the second boundary plane if the same translation _nd rotation ere

applied to it, where "strictly" means that every mesh point or mesh line existing on the

first plane must map onto a corresponding mesh point or mesh llne on the second plane.

Yet, the mesh must be such that the necessary rectangular bodies, rather than helical,

could be represented.

lt is not obvious how to construct a finite dement mesh with such requirements,

but the following standard technique and the mesh generator KUBIK do the job. Consider

any z = constant plane, such as any of the two boundary planes or ma intermediate plane

normal to z. The cross-section of the mesh by any such plane must be the same, in order

to allow for the representation of bodies with flat ,sides parallel to z, such as the magnets

' or the poles. In Fig. 2, we have overlaid the cross-sections of three consecutive slabs, each

rotated 30 ° with respect to the precedi:tg one. We have also divided the air, both inside
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
_=

Figure 1. One slab of the helical wiggler discussed in the example: The wiggler is

assumed to consist of an infinite number of identical slabs, each rotated by 30° with respect

to the preceding one. 0nly one slab was modeled_ with periodicity conditions imposed on

the boundaries. All dimensions are in cre.

Figure 2. Drawing obtained by overlaying the cross-sections of three consecutive

slabs, each rotated 30° with respect to the preceding one, and dividing the air inside and

around the magnets and iron into regions. This drawing has the property that it maps

onto itself if rotated by 30°. The mesh based on this drawing is independent of z, thus

allowing rectangular objects to be represented.

Figure 3. Plot of the transveme field components B_ and By, and of the total field

lbl, along the beam axis z of the helical wiggler considered in the example. The plot covers

two complete rotations, or 720 °, and was obtained by mapping 24 calculated periods of 30 °

each. The sinus waves are remarkably smooth, and the total field stays constant within the

accuracy of the caJculation_ indicating that the assumed geometry is capable of producing

the desired helical field.



, DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as arl account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their

employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, prtxtuct, or

process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights, Refer-

ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-

mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views

and _;_pinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the

United States Government or any agenc,J thereof.

FIGURE 2
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